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IntroductionIntroduction
ScottMadden has been conducting customer satisfaction surveys for our shared services clients since 1998 and has 
captured overall satisfaction data to provide insight on typical trends.

We analyzed multi-function, multi-year customer satisfaction scores for shared services organizations (SSOs) to understand 
typical patterns in customer satisfaction

Our hypotheses of satisfaction exceeding prior service delivery and continued improvement in shared services customer 
satisfaction over time were correct

Those SSOs that regularly measure customer satisfaction benefit from the ability to use this data to demonstrate value to their 
customers

Companies that conduct baseline surveys of customer satisfaction prior to implementing shared services have the added 
benefit of comparing their performance to the satisfaction with the prior delivery model

Hypotheses:
• Shared services satisfaction exceeds prior service delivery satisfaction
• Shared services customer satisfaction improves over time

Findings:
• Yes indeed!
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What We SeeWhat We See
Conducting periodic customer satisfaction surveys should be an integral part of a SSO’s customer satisfaction strategy.

What we see:What we see:

Companies who have conducted baseline surveys before their SSO is implemented typically see a decline in customer 
satisfaction during the first year of operations

— This decline is not surprising due to customer reluctance to adopt a shared services model 
Likewise initial operations during the first year can have some hiccups in service as all parties become accustomed to— Likewise, initial operations during the first year can have some hiccups in service as all parties become accustomed to 
the new model

Our data indicate that customer satisfaction increases in the second year of operations and continues to increase in years three
and four

— The average increase in year two surpasses the 
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— The average increases in years three and four 
trend smaller as it becomes harder for SSOs to 
continue to improve on customer satisfaction 
after the initial increase
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After the initial year of operations, data show that 
customer satisfaction levels are higher with shared 
services than with prior delivery models

For on-going operations, the bar is raised and SSOs must 
work hard to maintain the higher levels of
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work hard to maintain the higher levels of 
satisfaction and to find innovative ways to continue 
improving
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Note:  Data represents multiple functional areas in SSOs and multiple industries



What We’ve LearnedWhat We ve Learned
ScottMadden has compiled lessons learned from conducting customer satisfaction surveys for our clients. Solid survey 
goals and parameters form the foundation for a successful survey; however, attention must still be paid to how the survey 
i t t dis constructed.

Include multiple dimensions of customer satisfaction − Awareness of services, options, needs, 
expectations, and service levels

− Qualifications

− Image of organization

− Use

− Knowledge and attitude of staff

− Accuracy and timeliness of service

− Follow-through on commitments

C i f d i b i − Importance

− Performance

− Costs

− Convenience of doing business

− Willingness to help, prompt delivery

− Concern for business needs

Measure what you do
— Ask questions about specific initiatives or improvements made
— Ask questions relating to problem areas that you want to explore

Ask questions regarding aspects of service or satisfaction which you can control and/or impact
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— Ask questions regarding aspects of service or satisfaction which you can control and/or impact
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What We’ve Learned (Cont’d)What We ve Learned (Cont d)
Survey your delivery employees too

— Ask questions parallel to those you ask your customersq p y y
— Gain insight on their perceptions of customer satisfaction
— Review perception gaps to identify where your employees are 

over-confident or under-confident compared to customer 
perceptions

Formulate good survey questions
— Keep question phrasing neutral
— Use manageable response scales
— Allow for neutral responses
— Include a question on overall satisfaction
— Provide a section for comments

• Ask open-ended questions
• Provide sufficient space for detailed responses

— Include all relevant demographic questions
• Nature of questions will determine flexibility or limitations available with analysis

Pay attention to survey structure
— Keep the survey length manageable

• Respondents should be able to complete the survey in five to fifteen minutes
— Use question branching to maintain relevance
— Ensure a logical flow for the questions
— Place demographic questions at the end of the survey
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What We Do:
Five-Phased Survey MethodologyFive Phased Survey Methodology

The ScottMadden survey methodology is a five-phased, customizable approach designed to fit the survey process to your 
organization’s unique customer relationships and specific information needs. Our professional staff assists and guides 

th h h h W itt d t li d i tt ti t d t il fl ibilit d ti

Phase I. 
Preparation

Phase II: 
Development and

Phase III: 
Administration

Phase IV:  
Analysis and

Phase V: 
Presentation and

you through each phase. We are committed to personalized service, attention to detail, flexibility, and survey expertise 
that adds value throughout each phase.

Preparation

• Set goals
• Establish timeline
• Define the 

population
• Develop 

• Set goals
• Establish timeline
• Define the 

population
• Develop 

Development and 
Design

• Select participant 
and methodology

• Develop questions
• Conduct reviews
• Gain approvals

• Select participant 
and methodology

• Develop questions
• Conduct reviews
• Gain approvals

Administration 
and Collection

• Deploy e-mail 
invitations

• Monitor 
respondent 
questions
P id

• Deploy e-mail 
invitations

• Monitor 
respondent 
questions
P id

Analysis and 
Reporting

• Close survey
• Collect data
• Perform statistical 

analysis
• Prepare report

• Close survey
• Collect data
• Perform statistical 

analysis
• Prepare report

Presentation and 
Recommendations

• Present survey 
results and 
recommendations

• Develop 
improvement 
actions

• Present survey 
results and 
recommendations

• Develop 
improvement 
actionscommunications 

plan
communications 
plan

• Construct web 
survey and test

• Obtain respondent 
e-mail addresses

• Construct web 
survey and test

• Obtain respondent 
e-mail addresses

• Provide response 
updates

• Send reminders to 
non-respondents

• Determine survey 
close or extension

• Provide response 
updates

• Send reminders to 
non-respondents

• Determine survey 
close or extension

• Develop findings, 
conclusions, and 
recommendations

• Develop findings, 
conclusions, and 
recommendations

actions
• Plan future survey 

strategy

actions
• Plan future survey 

strategy

Timeline

1–2 weeks 1–3 weeks 2–3 weeks 1–3 weeks 1 day

Overall Timeline:  5-12 weeks
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Contact Us
For more information on customer satisfaction surveys, please contact us.

Contact Us

Karen V. Hilton
Director

ScottMadden, Inc.
2626 Glenwood AveDirector 2626 Glenwood Ave

Suite 480
Raleigh, NC 27608

Phone: 919-781-4191Phone: 919-781-4191
karenhilton@scottmadden.com
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